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Abstract Due to concept drifts, maintaining an up-to-date
model is a challenging task for most of the current classifica-
tion approaches used in data stream mining. Both the incre-
mental classifiers and the ensemble classifiers spend most
of their time in updating their temporary models and at the
same time, a big sample buffer for training a classifier is
necessary for most of them. These two drawbacks constrain
further application in classifying a data stream. In this paper,
we present a hormone based nearest neighbor classification
algorithm for data stream classification, in which the classi-
fier is updated every time a new record arrives. The records
could be seen as locations in the feature space, and each lo-
cation can accommodate only one endocrine cell. The clas-
sifier consists of endocrine cells on the boundaries of differ-
ent classes. Every time a new record arrives, the cell that re-
sides in the most unfit location will move to the new arrived
record. In this way, the changing boundaries between dif-
ferent classes are recorded by the locations where endocrine
cells reside in. The main advantages of the proposed method
are the saving of the sample buffer and the improving of the
classification accuracy. It is very important for conditions
where the hardware resources are very expensive or the main
memory is limited. Experiments on synthetic and real life
data sets show that the proposed algorithm is able to clas-
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sify data streams with less memory space and classification
error.
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1 Introduction

For classification algorithms, the two major problems on
classifying a data stream are the infinite length and the con-
cept drift [1–3]. The first one makes the traditional multi-
pass classification algorithms incapable of classifying a data
stream for their requirement of infinite storage and large
amount of training time [4–6]. The second one makes the
most static stream classification algorithms incapable of
classifying a data stream with concept drifts for the under-
lying changes occurred in the stream. For a time-changing
data stream, an incremental updating manner of the classi-
fier is very important. A temporal model is used to capture
the evolutions of the stream.

In general, the classification process is always accompa-
nied by the course of model construction and test [7–9]. The
classification model keeps changing with the progression of
the stream. If a static classifier is used to classify an evolv-
ing data stream, the accuracy of it will drop greatly. For a
sudden burst of concept drift in a time-changing stream, an
up-to-date model always provides better accuracy. But for
relatively stable time-changing streams, models built with
long-term samples will be great. Both of the short-term and
long-term behaviors of the stream are important for a classi-
fier. It is decided by the stream itself and can not be known a
priori. In some algorithms, rule-based stream classification
methods have been proposed in which a temporary window
of samples is needed and the updating process of the rule
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set is very complex [10]. Decision trees have also been pro-
posed to classify a data stream, but the structure of it is very
unstable. A slight change of the data distribution will trigger
substantial changes of the tree [11, 12]. Nearest neighbor
classifier is more suitable for an evolving environment, but
it is too expensive to keep the whole data samples or to con-
dense the samples according to the changing streams [13].

The artificial endocrine system (AES) is a model that
simulates the manner of information processing in biolog-
ical endocrine systems [14–17]. It allows cells in a large
system to communicate and interact with each other form-
ing an entire system. The features of self-organizing and
self-repairing are shown without unique identifiers and com-
plex control strategies in this model. The autonomous de-
centralized system (ADS) is perhaps the first hormone-
inspired system for building an online maintenance, robust-
ness and flexible mechanism. And it was widely used in
various systems to control trains, water supplies, and multi-
stage dams. The theoretical foundation of it was firstly pro-
posed by Kravitz [18]. Then Avila-Garcia and Canamero
proposed a regulation model of hormones in which the in-
ternal and external stimuli are considered comprehensively
to choose an appropriate behavior [19]. A digital hormone
model (DHM) was also proposed by Shen in which the
Turing’s reaction-diffusion model, stochastic reasoning and
action, self-organization, and distributed control are inte-
grated into one [20]. Now, the artificial endocrine systems
have been widely used in heterogeneous processing sys-
tem, decoupling control, and multiprocessor system con-
trol.

In this paper, we proposed a nearest neighbor rule based
method for data stream classification, in which an artificial
endocrine system (AES) was used for updating and condens-
ing the samples in the classifier. The classifier can efficiently
work in both static and evolving environments. The classifi-
cation model could be updated with not a whole data block,
but a new arrived record. And the big data buffer of samples
for training the classifier is no longer needed. It is very im-
portant for the conditions where the hardware resources are
very expensive or the main memory is limited. At the same
time, the classifier can be updated immediately when a new
record arrived. This will improve the classification accuracy
and decrease the burst of classifying error.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
review the related work on the data stream, nearest neigh-
bor classification and artificial endocrine system. Secondly,
we represent the artificial endocrine model based approach
for building nearest neighbor classifier and give some the-
orem analysis. Then we describe several experiments in
which parameters of the algorithm are examined. With these
experiments, we demonstrate how to use the algorithm to
build an effective and efficient classifier. Finally, we con-
clude this paper by highlighting the key contributions of this
work.

2 Related work

2.1 K nearest-neighbor classification

The K nearest neighbor (NN) classification approach is a
useful and simple method, the object of which is to find
the K nearest neighbors of a given query. Then, predict
the class label of the query with the k nearest neighbors
[21, 22]. Nearest neighbor (NN) classification is a nonpara-
metric method for pattern classification, which makes no
assumption on probability distribution and avoids the diffi-
culties involved with the determination of multidimensional
conditional probability densities [23]. So many works has
been done within this area [24–26].

Assume there are M pattern classes, numbered
1,2, . . . ,M . Let each pattern be defined in an N -dimen-
sional feature space. Given K training patterns, each of
them is a pair (xi, ci), 1 ≤ i ≤ K and ci ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M} de-
notes the correct pattern class and xi = (x1i , x2i , . . . , xNi)

is the set of feature values for a pattern. Let TNN =
{(x1, c1), (x2, c2), . . . , (xK, cK)} be the nearest neighbor
training set. Given an unknown pattern x, the decision rule
is to decide x is in class cj if

d(x, xj ) ≤ d(x, xi), (1 ≤ i ≤ K,1 ≤ j ≤ K) (1)

where d is some N -dimensional distance metric. In this pa-
per, let d be the Euclidean distance between points p and q .
Thus, we can get,

d(p,q) = d(q,p)

=
√

(q1 − p1)2 + (q2 − p2)2 + · · · + (qn − pn)2

=
√√√√

n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)2 (2)

Actually, the preceding rule is called the 1-NN rule for
only one nearest neighbor was used. A generalization of this
is the k-NN rule, which takes the k nearest patterns and de-
cides upon the pattern class that appears most frequently.

2.2 Artificial endocrine system

Based on hormone inspired methodology, Ihara [27] pro-
posed an autonomous decentralized system (ADS), in which
a content code communication protocol was used to com-
municate by a semantic based system. Then, Shen [28] de-
scribed a digital hormone model (DHM) in which the ad-
vantages of stochastic reasoning, distributed control, self-
organization, and Turing’s reaction-diffusion model were in-
tegrated. And the hormone model was also used by Men-
dao [29] to coordinate the completion from different tasks
by an autonomous robot. In his presentation, tasks were de-
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fined as glands and hormones can be released by them at
a fixed speed. Once the hormones are greater than a given
threshold, they are released and disseminated over the net-
work environment. Walker [30] expanded the model for
task assignment to a multiple-autonomous-robots environ-
ment. Each task was simply assigned to a robot and each
robot can choose a suitable response to the external envi-
ronment. Nowadays, artificial endocrine systems are widely
used in multiprocessor system control, real time task alloca-
tion, human-machine communication and management sys-
tems in autonomic networks.

In previous work [31], we have proposed a lattice
based artificial endocrine system (LAES), in which the
system was abstracted as a quintuple model, LAES =
(Ld,EC,TC,H,A).

(1) The environment space Ld denotes a bounded area in
which all the LAES elements live, die, and communi-
cate within it. “d” is the number of dimensions in the
space.

(2) The endocrine cell EC is the fundamental component
of the proposed model. Each endocrine cell has a per-
ceiving sensor (AE) and a releaser (BE). The sensor AE
can perceive the hormone concentrations of the location
it lies in. The releaser BE can release a certain quan-
tity of hormone in a discrete manner. In addition, en-
docrine cells were divided into different classes. Each
kind of endocrine cell can release a special kind of hor-
mone.

(3) The target cell TC is an organ or cell that can accept
stimulation from endocrine cells. The receptor AE of
cell TC can perceive the hormone concentrations of the
location where TC lies.

(4) Hormones are bio-active substances which can be used
to adjust the activities of TC and EC. The cumulative
hormone concentration at location Lxy is equal to the
sum of the concentrations coming from different en-
docrine cells.

(5) Algorithm A is an iterative procedure with which all
elements of LAES carry out their assigned task.

2.3 Data stream classification

The problem of data stream classification can be mathemat-
ically described like this:

A data stream is a continuous sequence of samples:
{x1, . . . , xnow}, where each xi , is a d-dimensional feature
vector. xnow is the newly arrived sample. Each sample xi

is associated with a class label ci and a sequence label ti ,
respectively. Let ti+1 = ti + 1 and t1 = 1 . Given a latest
sample xnow (the class label is unknown), the task for a clas-
sification algorithm is to predict the class label of it before
the next sample xnow+1 arrives.

Many algorithms have been proposed in this field
[32, 33]. Most of them require very large amounts of sam-
ples for training a classifier and are based on a learning man-
ner of batch, which makes them incapable of dealing with
concept drift effectively and efficiently [34–36].

Domingos [11] introduced an incremental decision tree
algorithm, VFDT, in which Hoeffding bounds was used to
guarantee that the output of the classifier is asymptotically
nearly identical to that of a batch learner. However, the al-
gorithm is based on the assumption of stationary distribution
of the samples. But most of current data streams violate this
assumption. So, Hulten [12] introduced the CVFDT system
to deal with time-changing data streams, which works by
efficiently updating a decision tree with a window of exam-
ples. To further improve the classification accuracy of the
classifier based on decision tree, Abdulsalam [2] proposed
an algorithm which combines ideas of decision trees and
Random Forests. Xu [37] proposed a clustering feature de-
cision tree model, CFDT, in which a micro-clustering al-
gorithm was used to provide the statistical summaries of
the data for incremental decision tree induction. However,
the problem all data stream classification algorithms built
with decision trees must face is that even a slight change
of the given concept may lead to substantial changes of
the built tree. The learning and classifying efficiency of
these approaches must be carefully thought over. Rule-based
approaches have also been proposed to classify the time-
changing data streams [10]. In these algorithms, some data
structures were firstly constructed to contain all valid rules
of a temporary window. And then, the classifier was up-
dated by inserting or deleting some rules from the data struc-
ture to keep changing with the concept drifts. However, to
accurately calculate the support and confidence of a rule,
the algorithms have to maintain an appropriate window and
the classifier requires rapid variation due to concept drifts.
In this respect, nearest neighbor classifier is more feasible
for time-changing data streams because of their simplic-
ity. However, it is too expensive to keep all of the samples
in a classifier. In fact, many methods have been developed
to reduce the size of the sample set while maintaining the
advantages of the nearest neighbor classifier. But most of
them can not be used directly for classifying a time chang-
ing data stream. So, Masud proposed a data stream classi-
fication method [2], in which different classes of data can
be distinguished and the emergence of a novel class can be
detected effectively. In this algorithm, k-nearest neighbor
classifier was used to classify a new unlabeled sample. To
make the classifier more efficient, semi-supervised cluster-
ing technique was used to build K clusters with the training
data. Aggarwal [7] developed an on-demand classifier by
adapting micro-clustering model to the classification prob-
lem, in which the micro-clusters and class statistics were
used in conjunction with a nearest neighbor classification
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process in order to classify a un-label sample. In the two al-
gorithms above, cluster technology was used to simplify the
structure of the classifier. But the clustering process of the
algorithms was affected by the size of the window and the
maintenance process of the class statistic was very complex.
So, in this paper, we proposed an AES based sample con-
densing method for classifying a data stream. The classifier
can be updated immediately every time a new record arrives.
This will make the classifier more effective and efficient.

3 Data stream classification with artificial endocrine
system

The AES algorithm proposed in this paper remains only the
samples on the boundaries between different classes and the
amount of the boundary samples Ktotal is decided a prior.
Interior samples (points) in a class are seen as unimportant
points which should be discarded in this process. The fea-
ture space of records is defined as environment Ld. Each
record is seen as a position that can accommodates only one
artificial endocrine cell. Ktotal endocrine cells are initialized
in the initial stage. With the evolution of the data stream,
the endocrine cells keep on changing their positions to track
the changing boundaries between different classes (concept
drifts).

Each endocrine cell has a perceiving sensor and a re-
leaser. Only one kind of hormone can be released by an
endocrine cell ECi,k and the class of the hormone released
was decided by the position where the cell ECi,k resided
in. Each endocrine cell can perceive all kinds of hormones
coming from other endocrine cells. When the same kind of
hormones is perceived by an endocrine cell, the hormone
concentration will be accumulated. On the contrary, when
different kinds of hormones are perceived, the concentration
will be reduced.

Assume there are M record classes, numbered 1,

2, . . . ,M . Let each record be defined in an N -dimensional
feature space. Given a data stream of records, each of them
is a pair (xi, ci), ci ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M} denotes the record
class. Let ECi,k be the kth endocrine cell whose class la-
bel is “i”, Ld(ECi,k) be a sample on the boundaries where
the endocrine cell ECi,k resides in, C(ECi,k) be the label
of the sample where endocrine cell ECi,k resided in. Let
xi,k = (xi,k,1, xi,k,2, . . . , xi,k,N ) be the set of feature values
for a record Ld(ECi,k).

Definition 1 (Hormone concentration Hi,k−i′k′ ) The hor-
mone concentration Hi,k−i′k′ is the perceived hormone con-
centration by the endocrine cell ECi,k , which was secreted
by endocrine cell ECi′,k′ . When the class labels of the two
endocrine cells are the same, C(ECi,k) = C(ECi′,k′), and
ECi,k �= ECi′,k′ , it can be expressed like this:

Hi,k−i′,k′ = a1√
(xi,k,1 − xi′,k′,1)2 + (xi,k,2 − xi′,k′,2)2 + · · · + (xi,k,N − xi′,k′,N )2

(3)

When the class labels of the two endocrine cells are different, C(ECi,k) �= C(ECi′,k′), and ECi,k �= ECi′,k′ , it can be expressed
like this:

Hi,k−i′,k′ = −a2√
(xi,k,1 − xi′,k′,1)2 + (xi,k,2 − xi′,k′,2)2 + · · · + (xi,k,N − xi′,k′,N )2

(4)

where “a1” and “a2” be a decay constant initialized in
the beginning of the algorithm, “xi,k,1, xi,k,2, . . . , xi,k,N ”
and “xi′,k′,1, xi′,k′,2, . . . , xi′,k′,N ” are the feature vectors of
the records where endocrine cell ECi,k and ECi′,k′ resided
in. “ECi,k �= ECi′,k′” indicates that the endocrine cell ECi,k

can not perceive the hormone secreted by itself. When “a1”
and “a2” were set to 1, the hormone concentration is just the

inverse of the Euclidean distance measure commonly used
by the k-NN algorithm.

Definition 2 (Total hormone concentration Hi,k) The total
hormone concentration Hi,k is the perceived hormone con-
centration by the endocrine cell ECi,k , which is secreted
by all of the other endocrine cells. It can be expressed
like this:

Hi,k =
Ki∑

k′=1;k �=k′

a1√
(xi,k,1 − xi,k′,1)2 + (xi,k,2 − xi,k′,2)2 + · · · + (xi,k,N − xi,k′,N )2

+
M∑

i′=1;i �=i′

Ki′∑
k′=1

−a2√
(xi,k,1 − xi′,k′,1)2 + (xi,k,2 − xi′k′,2)2 + · · · + (xi,k,N − xi′k′,N )2

(5)
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Fig. 1 Pseudocode for
algorithm DELETE_NOISE

3.1 Algorithm design

The proposed algorithm contains two phases. In the first
phase, the total Ktotal endocrine cells is initialized by
the first Ktotal records. In the second phase, when a new
record (target cell) arrived, if the class label of it is un-
known, the classifier calculates the distance between it
with all the positions where endocrine cells lived in. The
class label of the nearest position will be assigned to the
new record. On the contrary, if the class label of it is
known, the classifier will adjust the model to make it more
suitable for the changes of data streams (concept drifts).
The main algorithm in the second phase was made up
of four modules: DELETE_NOISE, CLASSIFICATION,
DETECT_CONCEPT_DRIFT and UPDATE.

DELETE_NOISE Module DELETE_NOISE was used to
delete noise records in classifier. According to formula (5),
if the hormone concentration perceived by an endocrine cell
is far less than zero, we believe that the location (record)
it resides in is a noise point. So, it should be deleted. In
fact, if the hormone concentration is far greater than zero,
the point should be an inner point in a class. We can see
this from Fig. 8 and Table 1. The pseudocode for algorithm
DELETE_NOISE is list in Fig. 1.

CLASSIFICATION Module CLASSIFICATION was used
to assign the new arrived record a class label. In this process,
classifier calculates the distances between the new arrived
record and all of the endocrine cells. The class label of the
nearest position (record) where the endocrine cell resided
in will be set to the new record. The classification error is
calculated every time a labeled record arrived.

DETECT_CONCEPT_DRIFT Module DETECH_CON-
CEPT_DRIFT was used to detect whether or not a concept
drift takes place. If the classification error is greater than a
threshold, �error, we believe that a concept drift takes place
and the classifier should be updated. If a concept drift was
detected and the time label of a record in which an endocrine
cell resided was too old, the record will be deleted from the
classifier and the endocrine cell will move to a new arrived
record.

UPDATE Module UPDATE was used to update a classi-
fier to make it more suitable for tracking a time-changing
stream. The algorithm keeps on checking the classifier to
find a non boundary record and to discard it. We repre-
sented two kinds of updating methods in this paper. The
first one, called UPDATE-1, is in an ensemble update man-
ner, in which all of the artificial endocrine cells re-calculate
their hormone concentrations every time a new labeled
record arrives. We can see it from Fig. 2. The second one,
called UPDATE-2, is in an incremental update manner, in
which every endocrine cell only accumulatively calculate
the hormone changes caused by the new arrived record
and the record discarded. The two updating manner are
very different, so as to far difference in the updating time.
We can see it from Figs. 10–12. The whole procedures
of the two update methods were described in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3.

3.2 Algorithm analysis

Data stream classification algorithm must be online and the
arrived record must be examined in amortized time. In fact,
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Fig. 2 Pseudocode for
algorithm UPDATE-1

Fig. 3 Pseudocode for
algorithm UPDATE-2

for most real-life data streams, the arrival rates are very high,
so the complexity of the classification algorithm must be
low. In our AES algorithm, the time it takes to update a clas-
sifier depends on: (1) the time to detect and delete a noise
record in the classifier, (2) the time to classify a sample and
to calculate the classification accuracy of it, (3) the time to
detect whether or not a concept drift takes place, (4) the time
to search the most useless record in the classifier and to re-
place it by the new arrived record.

The time to update the classifier is the sum of times cost
by the four modules. In module DELETE_NOISE, the time
to find a noise depends on finding an endocrine cell, the hor-
mone concentration of which is the minimum, and on recov-
ering the hormone concentration disturbed by the noise. The
number of the endocrine cells are Ktotal, so the time com-
plexity for delete a noise is O(2 × Ktotal).

The time cost in module CLASSIFICATION depends on
calculating the distances between the new arrived point and
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all kinds of endocrine cells and on calculating the error rate
of the classifier. The time complexity of it is O(Ktotal).

The time cost in module DETECT_CONCEPT_DRIFT
depends on judging whether or not a concept drift appears
and on recovering the hormone concentrations which con-
tained the contribution coming from the outdated endocrine
cells that will be discarded. The time complexity of it is
O(Ktotal).

There are two kinds of updating manners in the mod-
ule UPDATE. For the first one, the time depends on re-
calculating all the hormone concentrations of the endocrine
cells appeared in the classifier and on finding a maximum
one. According to formula (3)–(5), the time complexity of
it is O(2 × Ktotal). For the second updating manner, the
time depends on finding the most useless inner record r∗
and on calculating the concentration variations coming from
the new arrived record rn and the record r∗. The time com-
plexity of it is O(Ki′ + Ktotal). The difference of the two
time complexities is O(Ktotal − Ki′).

4 Experiments

The experiments were conducted on a 3.0 GHz Pentium 4
with 1.0 GB of memory running Microsoft Windows XP.
All code was compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.
In order to examine the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, we carried out several experiments on synthetic and
real datasets. The AES algorithm can deal with ordinal or
numerical attributes, the ranges of which are known.

4.1 Data sets and parameters

4.1.1 Dataset-1

In dataset-1, we produced three kinds of records, each of
them can be expressed by pairs (xi, ci), ci ∈ {1,2,3}, xi =
(xi,1, xi,2). Parameter “a” is a constant and the value of it
was set to 600. The ranges of variables xi,1 and xi,2 are 0 to
600. The dataset-1 can be described as following:

xi,1 = a × Rnd()

xi,2 = a × Rnd()

ci = 1, if
√

(xi,1 − 400)2 + (xi,2 − 400)2 ≤ 100

ci = 2, if xi,1 ∈ [100,300] and xi,2 ∈ [100,300]
ci = 3, otherwise.

4.1.2 Dataset-2

We randomly produced a data stream with 1000 sample
pairs (xi, ci), ci ∈ {1,2}, xi = (xi,1, xi,2), i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,1000}.
Parameter “a” is a constant. Let a = 600. There are two

kinds of records in this dataset and the ranges of variables
xi,1 and xi,2 are 0 to 600. In this stream, concept shifts take
place every 100 records. The dataset-2 can be described as
following:

xi,1 = a × Rnd()

xi,2 = a × Rnd()

ci = 1, if xi,2 ≥ (i\100 + 1) ∗ 100

ci = 2, otherwise.

4.1.3 Dataset-3

We get the dataset Nursery from UCI machine learning
repository [38], which consists of 12960 samples in 5
classes with 8 attributes. The original set is repeatedly
queued to produce a stream for classifying. To make concept
changes, we randomly select an attribute for every 12000
records and change its values in a circular way like this
“a1 → a2 → ·· · → an → a1”.

4.1.4 Dataset-4

Let
∑d

i=1 aixi = a0 be a hyper-plane in a d-dimensional
space. Records satisfying

∑d
i=1 aixi < a0 were labeled “0”,

otherwise, they were labeled “1”. We use the changes of
hyper-plane to simulate the concept drifts [12, 39]. We gen-
erate random points in the d-dimensional space. Parameters
“ai” were initialized with values in [0,1], and parameter a0

was set to
∑d

i=1 ai/2. We randomly generate noise points
by switching the class labels of examples.

4.1.5 Dataset-5

We get the dataset Cover Type from UCI machine learning
repository. There are 7 classes, 54 attributes, and 581012
instances in the dataset which contains some geospatial in-
formation about several forests. No missing values were
found. So, we directly use it in our experiments after nor-
malization. We randomly select several attributes for every
12000 records and change its values in a circular way like
Dataset-3.

4.1.6 Dataset-6

We get the dataset Letter Recognition from UCI machine
learning repository. There are 26 classes, 16 attributes, and
20000 instances in this dataset. No missing values were
found. The original set is repeatedly queued to produce a
stream for mining. To make concept changes, we randomly
select several attributes for every 80000 records and change
its values in a circular way like Dataset-3.
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Fig. 4 Effects of different
population sizes

4.2 Parameters study

In this section, we study the effects of parameters a1 and a2.
The data set used is dataset-1. There are 800 sample records
and 3 classes in it. When parameter “a1/a2” was set to 0.5,
1, 1.2 and 2, we indicate the boundary records contained in
a classifier with the big circles, in which the red ones are
boundary records in class “3”, the green ones are boundary
records in class “2”, and the blue ones are boundary records
in class “1”. (The small circles in red, green and blue color
are inner records in class “3”, “2” and “1”.) From Fig. 4(a1)–
(a3), we can see that when the parameter “a1/a2” was set to
a large value “2” or a small value “0.5”, the obtained cells
are not the boundary cells. In fact, the parameter “a1/a2”
can be used to adjust the effectiveness of hormones coming

from different kinds of cells. “a1/a2 = 1” means different
hormones have the same affections on a cell. In general, the
value span of it should to set to [1–1.5].

From Fig. 4(b1)–(b3), we can also find that when the
population size of endocrine cells was set to a small value
“60”, many boundary records can not be tracked by this
classifier. Thus, the classification accuracy of it was very
poor. On the contrary, when the population size was set
to a very big one “240”, a lot of inner points were con-
tained in the classifier. Thus, the efficiency of the classi-
fier will be very low. The population scale should be de-
cided by the complexity of the boundaries between different
classes.

We further examined the accuracy of the classifier. In
Fig. 4(c), we set the total scale of the cells to 120. We get
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Fig. 5 Dealing with concept
drifts

the best accurate classifier when parameter “a1/a2” was set
to “1.2”. What was the reason? It is because that when pa-
rameter “a1/a2” was set to “1” different hormones have the
same affections on a cell so as to unbalanced distribution of
the boundary cells. So, when there are two or more classes
of records appeared in a classifier, the value of parameter
“a1/a2” should be greater than “1”. In Fig. 4(d), the param-
eter “a1/a2” was set to 1. It is very obvious that, with the
increasing of the cell number the classification accuracy of
the classifier keeps improving.

4.3 Dealing with concept drifts

In this section, we show the updating process of a classi-
fier in the process of handling concept drifts. The data set
we used is Dataset-2. In the synthetic data set, the class la-
bel was decided by parameter xi,2. We introduce concept
drifts by moving the boundaries for every 100 records. No
noise records were introduced into this experiment. Every
time a new record arrives, the algorithm checks the time in-
terval between the oldest record and the new arrived record.
If the time interval is greater than the threshold Tupdate

and the accuracy of the classifier is less than the accuracy
threshold Taccuracy, the oldest record in the classifier will be
deleted. When the 100th, 200th, 300th, and 500th record ar-
rive, we show the classifiers and the classification bound-

aries (black line) in Figs. 5(a), (b), (c), and (d). The results
were obtained with parameters Ktotal = 60, Taccuracy = 95%,
Tupdate = 100.

In order to further show the effectiveness of different up-
date interval and to simulate the real data stream environ-
ment, we generated more records with the function used
in dataset-2 and introduce a concept drift by moving the
boundary for every 10000 records. No noise records were
introduced in this experiment and the classification accuracy
was calculated every 100 records. The update interval Tupdate

was set to 100, 1000, and 10000. Other parameters were the
same as the former experiment.

From Fig. 6, we can see that with the increasing of the
update interval Tupdate the classification accuracy got more
and more poor. Every time the concept drift takes place, a
burst of classification error will appear. After the burst, the
accuracy of it will go back to a high level. It can be seen from
(a) and (b). However, when the frequency of the update in-
terval Tupdate exceeds/reaches the frequency of concept drift,
in Fig. 6(c), the classification accuracy of the classifier will
get worse and worse. It can no longer go back to a high
level. It can also be seen from Fig. 6(d), that without the ac-
curacy threshold, too fast updating frequency will make the
classifier more unstable and the classification accuracy will
drop simultaneously. So, to get an accurate classifier, the fre-
quency of the update interval should be greater than that of
the concept drifts.
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Fig. 6 Different update
intervals

4.4 Detecting and deleting noise

In fact, most of the real-life data streams have noise records.
In this section, we show how the proposed algorithm deals
with noise. Firstly, we introduced noises by randomly
switching the labels of 20 percent of the examples generated
by functions in dataset-2, and totally 50000 sample records
were generated. Then, we recorded the state of the classifier
and the data stream. When the first 10000, 20000, and 30000
samples arrived, we separately wrote down the samples and
it is shown in Fig. 7(a), (b), and (c). In the three pictures,
the green points are records in class 2 and the red ones are
records in class 1. The boundary between the two classes is
very clear and it keeps changing with the increasing of the
record number. What should be noticed is that the separate
points which hided in many other kinds of samples are noise
samples.

In Fig. 7(d)–(l), we shown the endocrine cells remained
in the classifier when the first 10000, 20000, and 30000
records arrived. Threshold Hthreshold was set to �, 0, and
−0.05. Hthreshold is a threshold of hormone concentration,
which was used to delete records in a classifier. “Hthreshold =
�” means the parameter Hthreshold is not used in this algo-
rithm so as to no noise record will be discarded. Hi,k is the
hormone concentration of the record that accommodates en-
docrine cell ECi,k . When the value of the parameter Hi,k is
greater than 0, a large value means that the record is an inner
point in a record class. On the contrary, when the value of
the parameter Hi,k is less than 0, the small value means that
the record is a noise record which should be discarded. Hav-
ing met the first 10000 records, the endocrine cells remained
in the classifier were shown in Fig. 7(d) and their hormone
concentrations were shown in Table 1.

As we have known, the hormone concentrations of the
noise records appeared in classifiers are always less than

zero. Are all the records with negative hormone concen-
trations noise? It is obviously not the truth. Occasionally,
records near the boundary have negative value. So, how
to identify the noise records? We introduced a parameter
Hthreshold to discriminate the noise. When the concentration
of a record is less than the threshold, we believe that the
record is a noise record and should be discarded from the
classifier. When the threshold was set to three different val-
ues �, −0.05, and 0, we got three different experiment re-
sults which were shown in Fig. 8. “Hthreshold = �” means
that the codes for deleting a noise were not executed. From
Fig. 8(a), we can see that, when no noise record was gen-
erated, the accuracy of the algorithm is very high. From
Fig. 8(b), it can be found that, when 20% noise records were
added to the dataset and no noise-deleting program was ex-
ecuted, the accuracy of the classifier was bad. But, when
hormone threshold Hthreshold was introduced into this algo-
rithm, the accuracy of the classifier was improved. We can
see it from Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). In fact, when the value of
Hthreshold was less than zero, large value of it means long dis-
tance between the two class boundaries. We can see it from
Fig. 7(d)–(l), when the value of Hthreshold was set to 0, noise
cells in different classes were deleted obviously. But several
boundary cells were deleted at the same time. That leads to a
decline of classification accuracy. However, when the value
of Hthreshold was set to �, no clear boundaries can be shown.
The noise cells were remained in different classes. The clas-
sification accuracy was still very low. So, keeping an appro-
priate value of Hthreshold is very important for a classifier.

4.5 Dealing with biased class distribution

For data stream classification, skewed distributions and con-
cept drifts are two common properties which make the train-
ing process very difficult [40]. In this section, we compare
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Fig. 7 Dealing with noises

Fig. 8 Different Hthreshold
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Table 1 The hormone concentrations of endocrine cells

Hi,Class-1 Value Hi,Class-1 Value Hi,Class-2 Value Hi,Class-2 Value

H1,Class-1 1.397719E−03 H11,Class-1 −2.421871E−03 H1,Class-2 2.457238E−02 H11,Class-2 2.020129E−02

H2,Class-1 4.351127E−03 H12,Class-1 −3.690987E−02 H2,Class-2 4.598669E−02 H12,Class-2 6.661846E−02

H3,Class-1 −.0253661 H13,Class-1 9.458338 − 03 H3,Class-2 −1.730304E−02 H13,Class-2 7.666826E−02

H4,Class-1 −.1232346 H14,Class-1 −1.075305E−02 H4,Class-2 −4.727303E−02 H14,Class-2 7.538774E−02

H5,Class-1 −3.050148E−04 H15,Class-1 −6.870199E−02 H5,Class-2 −4.435137E−02 H15,Class-2 9.256607E−02

H6,Class-1 .012975 H16,Class-1 −1.884288E−02 H6,Class-2 1.463604E−02 H16,Class-2 5.650862E−02

H7,Class-1 .0146478 H17,Class-1 2.267312E−03 H7,Class-2 5.182039E−02 H17,Class-2 .0353908

H8,Class-1 −2.747295E−02 H18,Class-1 1.357215E−02 H8,Class-2 7.022131E−02 H18,Class-2 5.146193E−02

H9,Class-1 −5.181288E−02 H19,Class-1 −5.501501E−02 H9,Class-2 6.524275E−02 H19,Class-2 9.562109E−02

H10,Class-1 −1.012014E−02 H20,Class-1 1.967972E−02 H10,Class-2 −1.565104E−02 H20,Class-2 5.275288E−02

Fig. 9 Classification accuracy
on biased class distribution

Fig. 10 Accuracy and runtime
on dataset-4

the accuracy of AES algorithms, CVFDT [11] and Stream-
ing Random Forest [2] on the dataset with biased class dis-
tribution. For dataset-4, we select appropriate parameter to
make the number of records in class “0” be one percent of
the total record number. For dataset nursery, there are five
class labels in the dataset. The percentage of the records in
class “very_recom” is 2.531%. Let error rate in Fig. 9 is the
ratio of the records (belonging to class “0” or “very_recom”)
that are not classified correctly. From Fig. 9 we can see
that only AES algorithm can correctly classify most of the
records belonging to the rare class, while the other two al-
gorithms can not. This is due to the limitation of the deci-
sion tree, which stops splitting a node when the ration of a
class in this node is lower than a threshold. If the frequency
of a class is very low, it is possible that the trained deci-

sion tree does not contain any node whose label is the rare
class. In this case, the decision tree cannot correctly classify
any record belonging to the rare class. However, for AES
algorithm, the number of the boundary cells has no relation
with the ration of a class. So, AES algorithm has similar
accuracy for datasets in biased or unbiased class distribu-
tion.

4.6 Comparison with other algorithms

Without standard real-life data sets, it is very hard to com-
pare the performance of different methods. However, we can
compare them with artificial data sets with known noise.
Most existing algorithms test their classifiers with data sets
which has only two kinds of records. And these datasets
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Fig. 11 Accuracy and runtime
on dataset-5

Fig. 12 Accuracy and runtime
on dataset-6

have only a single decision boundary. In fact, the algorithm
AES can be used to build effective classifiers for multiclass
datasets. In Figs. 10–12, we compare our results with al-
gorithms CVFDT [11] and Streaming Random Forest [2].
The sample buffers for algorithms CVFDT and Stream-
ing Random Forests were set to 5000 or 10000. The error
rate and runtime were reported for every 5000 or 10000
records. Figures 10(b)–12(b) illustrate incremental curves
of runtime of the rival methods on datasets Hyper Plane,
Cover Type and Letter Recognition, respectively. Having
seen enough records, the two algorithms had a classifica-
tion error of at least double the error percentage of the syn-
thetic data. It can be seen from Fig. 10, every time a con-
cept drift takes place, the error rates of the two algorithms
changed largely. But for algorithm AES, the error curve
changed smoothly and the mean variance of it is less than
that of the other two algorithms. With the real-life dataset
Dataset-5, and Dataset-6, we get a similar result. The rea-
son is that, for AES algorithm, the classifier was updated
every time a new record arrived and the buffers for data
chunk are no longer needed. The fast updates improved the
accuracy of the classifier. There are two kinds of updat-
ing manners in the proposed AES algorithm: AES-1 and
AES-2. The first one is in an ensemble update manner and
the second one is in an incremental manner. The difference
of the running time cost by the two update algorithms is
very large. We can see it from Fig. 10(b). The time cost
by algorithm AES-1 is nearly four times greater than al-

gorithm CVFDT. However, in AES-2, the time cost by it
is nearly a third of the time cost by algorithm CVFDT.
But the error rates of the two updating methods are the
same.

5 Discussions and conclusion

In this paper, we represented a stream classification algo-
rithm which is designed to classify a sample under the condi-
tion of limited memory resource. In this algorithm, artificial
endocrine system was used to dynamically build a classifier.
Every time a new record arrives, the endocrine cell moves
from the most unfit record (position) to the new record (po-
sition). With the moving of the endocrine cells, the classifier
updates dynamically. The algorithm can successfully handle
concept drifts and can get more smooth classification results
than other traditional algorithms.

The key feature of our algorithm is that, on the one hand,
the classifier built with AES can be updated every time a
new record arrives and the big data buffer of samples for
training a real-time classifier is no longer needed. On the
other hand, the stability of the classifier was improved and
no burst of classifying error takes place. The run time of
the algorithm AES-2 is similar with traditional algorithms.
Experiments on synthetic and real datasets have shown that
the algorithm can classify data streams with lesser memory
space and classification error.
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